How They Came Together: Biophilia and Practice in Rain Frog Promise
Dr Meriel Lland

‘The most effective way to save the threatened and decimated natural world is to
cause people to fall in love with it again, with its beauty and its reality.’i
Sir Peter Scott
PROLOGUE
There was a field beyond the garden gate at home. Shaped by old mine workings, it
was hilly, rough pasture with a tangle of hawthorn, wild raspberry canes and holly
growing among the sycamore trees. Scramble to the top of the hill, lie back on the
grass and you’d be hidden from the lane and farm cottages in a kind of thicket castle.
Do this at dawn or dusk and, if lucky, there’d be what I was hoping to find: a single
bird wheeling high in the sky; a crow, rook or raven, a swift or swallow. Before I
could name the bird or had grasped the idea of the roost, this was the first place in
which I understood that this encounter made me feel something – a ‘quiet’ maybe –
I knew nowhere else. Half a lifetime later I’m still unsure that ‘quiet’ is the word to
use here; calm perhaps or even enchantment? Or perhaps there is no one word to
define this experience. If I draw on a later vocabulary I might speak of ecstasy or
transcendence – but those terms bring shades of orthodoxy that don’t quite touch
the moment. Child-me would only know this sight as sensation, a holding of my
breath to stay with the bird until it passed out of view. And afterwards, for a time,
the world would seem changed. I seemed changed. Somehow closer to where I
needed to be.
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WHAT IS BIOPHILIA?
Biophilia, a word first used by Erich Fromm to indicate a psychological orientationii to
that which is alive and vital, was further developed by Pulitzer prize-winning
biologist Edward O. Wilson in the 1980s. In biophilia, Wilson hypothesized that
humans actively and subconsciously seek connection with the rest of life and that
this impulse for connection is rooted in our biology and psychology.iii He defined the
portmanteau term biophilia (literally, ‘love of life or living systems’) as ‘the urge to
affiliate with other forms of life’. This complex impulse to connect and affiliate is
key to the development and realization of Rain Frog Promise, a film poem which
culminates in a sort of post-apocalyptic, enchanted merging of person and bird from
which both are renewed. More recent readings of the concept, such as the work
brought together by editors Stephen R. Kellert and Edward O. Wilson in the 1993
volume, The Biophilia Hypothesisiv and Florence Williams’ The Nature Fix: Why
Nature Makes Us Happier, Healthier and more Creative help us to gain purchase on
the healing/restorative possibilities of affiliation in scientific terms.v They bring
together a wide range of neuroscience, personal insight, case studies and academic
research – biological, psychological and medical – to confirm and extend what
instinct suggested: our connection to the wider natural world is important to our
cognition, our creativity and our mood. In a time of extreme environmental change
and destruction, we experience solastalgia, a kind of intense grief for our
relationship with the more-than human world.vi This need to re-connect with the
wider natural world – to heal it and simultaneously to heal ourselves – is an
exploration that has come to orchestrate much of my thinking. I’m fascinated by the
stories, often old stories, we tell of these interactions and how they can be seen to
reveal an intuitive awareness of our mutual dependencies. In the case of Rain Frog
Promise (2016) https://vimeo.com/222004104 I came across a Carib creation story
of a scarlet ibis who rebuilt the world.vii It was this story along with James Hurst’s
short story – ‘The Scarlet Ibis’ – that informed my study of the birds on location. viii
-oOo‘THE CAMERA IS A TOOL FOR LEARNING HOW TO SEE WITHOUT A CAMERA.’
Dorothea Lange ix
In my work as a wildlife and environmental photographer and journalist/non-fiction
writer, I’ve been privileged to experience close contact with a range of habitats, flora
and fauna. Spending time outdoors, the photographer can’t help but become aware
of how such experiences impact the psyche. Equally importantly, the telephoto lens
brings you in close to the details of the world around you. In the manner of the poet
John Clare, you ‘drop down’ into the domain of other creatures, literally looking for a
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point of view other than the human one.x You place your lens on the ground to
search out the perspective of other animals or plants. This ‘getting into position’ is
only possible once you’ve located your subject. To do this, requires both a great
deal of library research and fieldwork. These are all processes of absorption and
immersion. Researching and on location, you become sensitized to the complex
mutual dependencies of habitat and inhabitants; of the ecological context. As
ecosystems open themselves to understanding, a mystery unfolds and we become
enchanted. Rain Frog Promise emerged from an understanding of the threats facing
the scarlet ibis in Trinidad’s Caroni swamp. But the film poem is not a documentary
narrative detailing this understanding – rather it is an imaginative, symbolic
representation of how people, including one-time poachers, can connect with the
ibis in order to bring about a change of perspective on the birds. To take a line from
the poem, this is ‘a flight of fancy’.
In fact, the scarlet ibis are threatened by the usual suspects – habitat loss and
hunting. Ibis are a deeply social species and are easy to lure to the ground with
decoy scraps of crimson cloth to which the birds are attracted. The flesh of the ibis is
considered a delicacy amongst many Trinidadians and especially popular at festivals.
The feathers of the ibis had a market both within and beyond the island. Despite
being Trinidad’s national bird, attempts to protect the flocks, in place since the
1960s, were having limited success. At the time of my work with the ibis a campaign
to enhance the protections afforded to the birds was being undertaken. The
campaign resulted in both the implementation of greater financial penalties for
poaching and efforts to increase awareness of the ‘value’ of the birds within
ecotourism ventures.
The film poem is aware of this complex context but takes as its focus the moments
of imagined biophilic connection between human and ibis from which a greater
willingness to save the birds might emerge. The technique owes a debt to the
dynamics of magical realism. In particular, it borrows from the Carib deluge myth of
the sacred scarlet ibis, believed to have re-built the world after flood. The ibis
becomes the redeemer who generously re-shapes the land, using her beak to collect
earth on which we can stand.
-oOoMAGICAL REALISM
Magical realism, the name given to a literary subgenre popularised by Latin
American and Caribbean writers in the 1950s and 1960s, combines realistic context
with magical or fantastical elements, such that it blurs the line between realism and
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fantasy. In Rain Frog Promise, initial images and the sound of rain on a tile roof
suggest a contemporary realistic setting. Then the lyric is sung (as a charm or
enchantment) in the manner of a (self-soothing) spiritual. The lyric tells us that our
‘ghost’ protagonist is ‘locked in the pages of a book’ and reveals her sense of
powerlessness, grief and dispossession; of solastalgia. It is only in the moment of
taking action to protect the ibis, of destroying the lures laid down to bring the flocks
to the guns of the hunters, that she begins to live again.
-oOoWORKING PROCESS AND AESTHETIC PRACTICE
Alongside stories and research into place, flora or fauna, my film poems are created
from mindful experiences within the landscape and its inhabitants. Meditations
(inspired by the teachings of Thich Nhat Hanh and more recently the exercises
suggested by Clemens G. Arvay) which rely on phenomenological or experiential
somatic experiences provide ‘materials’ for my work.xi The film poems emerge from
a mix of improvisations combining location writing en plein air, spoken word,
sketches and short image or sound sequences. Back in the studio these perceptions,
notes and observations are then subjected to reflection and design as the project
begins to mesh together, often returning to the location many times as words,
images or sounds emerge. My aesthetic practice thus begins with the collection of
these authentic and often organic ‘materials’ (site-specific words, sounds and
images) and then proceeds to ‘translate’ these materials into symbolic meaning. To
illustrate this process, compare the ‘script’ or written poem (I think of it as a kind of
musical score) with the extemporized version sung/chanted within the film poem.
My hope is the version recorded captures more of the ‘presence’ of the voice on/in
location. I see improvisation as a type of secular shamanic practice bringing me
closer to the ecosystem of which I’m part.
Notes: The film poem is crafted as an interaction of written words, spoken/sung
poetic narrative, plus treated visual and sound recordings. The soundtrack is
composed of an improvisation developed on location and based on the poem. Some
text appears only on the screen.
Rain Frog Promise
She is a ghost of herself –
locked in the pages of a book,
waiting for watercolours,
listening to leaves hit in jungle rain.
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Once upon this time,
and in this place,
hope
in a flash of scarlet.
She is trying to believe in the chirp, chirp, chirp of rain frogs.
Longed for …
Boat glides by – swamp fingers
poised on tips; waiting, weighted.
Boatman waves and scarlet feathers fall, whirl and twist.
Murmuration
Ghost of herself – a small boy made of feathers takes a girl’s cold hand.
Together they sink the lures: ibis brothers and sisters safe tonight.
First light poachers pass in silence.
Longed for gifts flowed
Hand-in-feather-hand, woman and boy rise up:
eye-to-eye – a flight of fancy – laughing and shape-shifting to begin again.
As clean as a …
Now she scoops earth and forgiveness –
(pick-a-peck, pick-a-peck)
slim beakful by beakful,
lifting feet from the flood.
Scoop by scoop, into the hills,
seeding trees, making a mountain
and silver streams and washing away the night.
elation, gladness, joy, rapture
Dusk and a slash of scarlet.
a gift is what you make of it
Crimson flecks and cinnabar wings blanket the sky.
whispers of spring
A sheet of vermilion lights the mangroves;
it paints her in flight:
orange-red against green, wing-tip rich black – up, into the skein.
-oOoDEVELOPING AN ANATOMY OF AESTHETICS:
Some of the threads from which Rain Frog Promise is woven
Perhaps the most significant springboard for me is finding a link to older or ancient
tales – the stories that write the world. Folkloric tales and myths offer elements of
diachronic connection to those who came before. The Carib deluge story depicts
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humanity saved from the great flood by the ibis redeemer. The ibis forgives and
makes new a world in order to rescue humankind. The biophilia hypothesis suggests
that the innate impulse to connect is marked by a combination of genes and culture
and is hereditary. In a sense then, the film poem is a meditation on the tropes of the
Carib story, but gives a new kind of figure to the relationship between species and
environment. In my version, however, it is only when human and bird are able to
unite can the world be born again. People have to elect to connect, elect to engage.
James Hurst’s short story ‘The Scarlet Ibis’ also haunts the film poem. The richly
symbolic narrative tells of two brothers, the younger of whom is frail and disabled.
By turns, the older brother encourages and bullies the younger into learning to walk.
However, he does this out of self-interest because he is embarrassed by the younger
boy’s weakness. Ultimately, he pushes his brother too harshly and this selfishness
leads to the younger boy’s death; a death which the story connects symbolically to
that of an ibis. The story leaves the reader with a sense of sacrifice. There is a
compliance in the willingness to please of the younger brother, an innocence. The
dynamics of the story and the sense of self-sacrifice of the younger brother and the
ibis resonate with the Carib myth in ways I don’t fully understand. It concerns the
generosity of the ecosystem, the plenitude and gifts the web of life brings. The
forgiveness and resilience, the willingness of an ecosystem to heal are profoundly
moving to me. In Rain Frog Promise I wanted sacrifice to be mutual (between
human and bird) and for this act to be transformative. I am deeply discomforted by
the utilitarian approach to conservation ethics in which we protect a habitat or
species only in order to use it for human benefit. However, the notion of mutual
protection and benefit seems to speak truth and has much appeal.
The experience of fascination – the ‘soft’ fascination we experience within nature is
also key to my working practices. In The Experience of Nature: A Psychological
Perspective, researchers Rachel Kaplan and Steven Kaplan identify what they call
“the restorative experience”. xii This experience of being relieved from a condition of
mental fatigue can be made visible in a number of ways, but is most often
accomplished when a person is immersed in nature. Slipping into this state of quiet
attention can occur variously – for example, hiking in the forest, sitting by a stream
or bathing in the ocean. The experience of being in nature is transformative and can
lead to a person’s emotional state being elevated and a mental balance restored.
In order to suggest this process of fascination-leading-to-cleansing-transformation,
the poem focuses on movement – birds in flight and a bird bathing. In the title
sequence, the intention was to create an impressionistic image of the flock coming
in to roost, as if witnessed with more senses than sight alone. The original footage
was treated by reducing the birds to shapes and then adding a red, textured layer to
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restore colour. In the much longer bathing sequences a time-based filter was
applied to slow down the footage and apply a frame echo. Motion blur was then
added to further soften the sequence and thus to suggest an experience of soft
fascination. The result is serene and spectral. The ibis forms and dissolves as it
moves in the water as the line ‘Ghost of herself’ is repeated. This conjunction
extends the sense of loss experienced by the human speaker to include the ibis –
both life forms are solastalgic here. The footage was layered beneath a texture
featuring a page from a book, with the word ‘blood’ ringed for emphasis. Both the
bird and the woman are trapped within a story and only by merging can they defeat
the poachers and achieve liberation. The point here was not to reproduce razorsharp documentary images of the birds but to suggest the birds as refracted through
a human psyche. The only untreated ‘whole’ image of an ibis in the poem is the
closing one. Blood flows once more from the merging and the being becomes
corporeal.
Knowledges, too, are crucial to development of my film poetry: of biology and
zoology; of anthropology; of the human and environmental threats to the birds and
to ‘life’ and biodiversity in this ecosystem. In addition to the direct threat from
poaching, the swamp habitat is imperilled on a grander scale, and the context of
climate emergency makes the plight more urgent. I never ‘know’ enough – but the
film poem hopes to encourage compassion for and conservation of the species and
habitat. Core to my understanding is the notion of connectivity – and in particular of
cross-species communication. Mangrove forests and swamps are communities of
plants and animals that communicate together and, we are learning, may even
support and nurture each other. A mycorrhizal network links the complex
underground web of roots and bacteria known as the ‘wood wide web’. This
synchronous exchange is a key paradigm for the film poem in which ‘Hand-infeather-hand’ species unite. We discover our connection is ‘home’. As Thich Nhat
Hanh writes, ‘When we stop trying to find our home outside ourselves – in space,
time, culture, territory, nationality, or race – we can find happiness’.xiii
We have evolved to experience wellbeing when in nature. Williams notes, ‘We are
animals, and like other animals, we seek places that give us what we need’. xiv The
‘nature-deficit disorder’ which afflicts the developed countries, serves to remove us
from the environments that nurture us.xv Human beings officially became an urban
species in 2008. Yet, as Wilson points out, ‘the brain evolved in a biocentric world’.xvi
In the film poem a series of visual devices are deployed to create a distinct contrast
between the hypnotic, subtle and soothing movements of the ibis figure and the
jarring, fractured transitions and crude rotoscoped animation. The aim is to draw
attention to the materiality of the medium – this is a filmic fiction – and to contrast
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this with the serenity of the ibis. Distanciation techniques underline that this is not
immersive ‘real’ nature but a representation and perhaps an incantation.
The writer, poet and critic John Berger speaks of animals as the first metaphor.
Animals enabled us to develop a symbolic language of association. He postulates
that ‘… the first symbols were animals. What distinguished men from animals was
born of their relationship with them’. xvii Wilson underlines this idea, ‘As language
and culture expanded, humans also used organisms of diverse kinds as a principal
source of metaphor and myth’. xviii The film poem operates in precisely this realm of
metaphor and myth but is intended to recognize both the symbolic and corporeal
status of the birds, as exemplified by the final shot. The core of all is the celebration
and protection of living beings.
-oOoAFTERWORD
Biophilia, although premised on biology, has diverse cultural and temporal
inflections. We might find evidence of biophilia in cave art; in our delight in
companion animals; in the plants we nurture around our homes and gardens; in the
superhuman efforts some people will make to save domestic animals and wildlife. It
pulses through time and species and causes the web of life to vibrate. Ecological
consciousness requires the celebration of our reciprocal relationship with that web.
In this spirit, Rain Frog Promise is imagining a relationship in which ‘people and land
are good medicine for each other’. xix
It was not Fromm or Wilson who first implanted the notion of biophilia within my
thinking. They gave me the language – word and the definition – but it was my
grandmother, Polly, who first showed me that I wasn’t alone in experiencing a
powerful connection with the wider natural world around me. Of traveller descent,
my grandmother lived most of her life in a landscape of high moorland above rich
limestone deposits. She walked to school beside ancient bronze-age burial places
where faeries danced at midsummer, where once she saw a zeppelin in flight and
ran home full of wonder.
As a woman, she farmed in the shadow of a tumulus, part of the Weaver Hill
barrows. She kept chickens, for eggs not meat, and learned to garden and to
crochet. Her hens lived long lives and often scratched around the borders with her
as she planted, pruned and weeded. In the small low-walled kitchen garden she
grew potatoes, onions, beets, peas, carrots, broad beans, gooseberries and red
currants. But it was in her flower garden that she came alive – among the
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snowdrops, hyacinth, daffodils, tulips and narcissi. In summer, she would drink
strong tea on the bench by the purple buddleia and count butterflies. In the last
years of her life she fed a partridge from a tin plate left on the ‘door stones’ – a
handful of corn and crumbs and greens. She telephoned us daily with sightings. But
it wasn’t always like this.
Back in the 1940s, exhausted from work as caretaker, college cook and guardian of
four evacuees with no home or family to return to, my grandmother had collapsed.
For six months, she was confined to bed. Only gradually did her heart come to beat
calmly once more. Eventually she took a step or two into fresh air, and learned to
walk again. Her diaries are a poetry of noticing; of wild winds in the chimney, of
dandelion flowers closing before rain, of apple blossom and first bees and the dates
her barn swallows returned from Africa. Her small oak table was never without a
vase of greenery – her beloved golden elderberry, a sprig of winter jasmine, violets
or forget-me-nots. Each deep windowsill was squeezed full with pelargoniums –
geraniums she called them – starbursts of red, pink and white overwintering. On icy
nights, she’d slip newspaper between their stems and the glass. And when geranium
leaves brushed her skin she’d smile and believe in summer and healing. I wrap
myself in her blanket and hope I smell them still: citrus, spice, warm green.
-oOoSOLACE
Come on! They’ll be gone if we don’t hurry …
Stop, she said. Listen, she said.
And we walk silent as the red fox through razor grass,
leap high with the March hare around the hawthorn
and flicker white and black,
wavering in flight with the lapwing.
Peewit, she said. Our word, she said.
Watch carefully, one day they might dance your life …
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